


How we can define happiness?

Are all people in the World happy?
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No, there are countries where the Right of 
Happiness is not respected and we will see

this in the next page in a thematic map of the 
world.

Can someone make us happy?

When are we happy?

If someone has a good relationship with us, 
he/she can make us happy in many different
ways. But, we have to remember that
happines is personal and none can make it
for us

We are happy when one of our desires is
satisfied or when it happens something we
wanted it to occour. 

WHEN AM 
I HAPPY?
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Right of Happiness is
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Right of 
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is not

respected



As we can see from the 
data in these two charts, 
nowdays a lot of 
countries in the World 
respect the right of 
happiness.

But, there are even a lot
of countries where this
right is not respected
and this can have
serious consequences
on citizen’s lifestyle, in 
particular on children’s
one.



What does happiness depend on?

How can different governments
guarantee this right?

Happiness depends on many factors: 
examples are enojoying good health, having

close relationships or egaging in generous
behaviour. 

Governments could create some 
organizations to spread the knowledge of 

happiness among the entire society of their
countries. 

Does money make people happy?

Is happiness something that can be 
taught and learnt?

A lot of people think this, but they have this
thought because they have never
experienced the real happiness, otherwise
they would have another perspective…

Some of the ways by which people can be 
happy can be learnt or cultivated, for 
example in courses about positive mental
habits or looking at other people.

MY POINT 
OF VIEW





Which are the main factors affecting people’s
happiness?

Genetics

Circumstances

Intention SATISFY
DESIRE

“HAPPINESS”
“I got it!”

FADES

DESIRE
“I really

want this”

By which process can people in most cases
be happy?


